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Face Protection - Technical Data Sheet

All V-Gard visors easily fit to V-Gard Headgear brow guard and on V-Gard frames 
for all V-Gard helmets.
The NEW V-Gard Mesh Visors ensure reliable protection, excellent visibility and 
good water run off. Due to the wide-meshed stainless steel in honeycomb design 
the light reduction is just ~26%. Coated in brown the light reflection is reduced. Even 
in humid environments the wearer comfort is for sure.
V-Gard Mesh Visors are lightweight and durable, bounded with heavy-duty 
plastic. Compared to other visors in the market the impact protection is higher, 
certified for EN166 “F” 45s/m.
With a wide face coverage they are ideal for applications such as brush clearing and 
trimming. Due to their specific shaping they work perfect with helmet mounted ear 
muffs. A visor version for simple adaptation of V-Gard retractable or standard chin 
protectors is available.
For different visor versions, frames and chin protectors please see 
the separate datasheets.

10155774- Mesh Visor
beloq shown with visor frame

10155775- Mesh Visor for chin protection

Inscribed circle diameter=
2,3mm

Honeycomb Mesh Design

P/N
Key Specifications

Masterpack:
Selling Unit QtyLxW (mm) Weight

(grams)
Light

Transmission
Use with
Ear Muffs

Use with
Chinguard Approval EAN Code 13

10155774 203x432 68 74% Yes No EN1731-F 0641817074046 10

203x432 68 74% Yes Yes* EN1731-F 0641817074046 10

More visor versions are EN certified but only available for large orders and longer lead time. Please contact MSA.

Material Coated stainless steel mesh, bounded with heavy-duty thermoplastic

Marking details EN1731-F: additional approval to low energy impact (45 m/s steelball)

*Visors for use 
with Chinguard

Visors marked * should be used with MSAs standard or retractable chinguard, see separate
datasheet. Note: Specified visor length does not include the chinguard (approx 75 mm)

Packaging
Specified part numbers correspond to one visor, which is individually packed in polybag 
with instruction and individual label with barcode EAN code 13. MSA sells in Masterpacks 
(WxLxH = 250x435x45 mm) of 10 visors.


